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(If they start a war between Iran and Saudi Arabia we will release the upgraded Power 

Units, We have to understand and train the operation of the soul and how it interacts 

with physicality and emotion, To travel in the depth of space we need to reverse 

positions of the soul of physicality and put it in the center of the soul of the man for 

prtoection during travel and then re-manifest ourselves in the environment of the 

destination, In the new cycle there'll be no punishment a lover can never harm, We 

always sought death and separation as the ultimate position, but if we start learning that 

amalgamation is the new way rather then destruction, joining rather then splitting, 

Transmutation of the fields as I have said in the other teachings is the key to 

understanding the work of creation, not the transmutation of elements, How the fields 

come together and the agreement of the others souls for the birth of a child, He doesn't 

believe in Astrologers of today they don't understand and are taking power over people, 

Christ understood transmutation of fields of soul to physicality, but you call it 

resurrection, He manifested a totally new physicality and had to convince Mary 

Madeleine who he was they had and family and one day you'll meet the bloodline, 2 big 

families (Rtohschild's) came from another part of universe they have abused man's 

weakness but their time is over, Caroline asks why those from other parts of universe 

can practice abuse on Earth, the answer was complex but basically it's the physicality 

that has the problem and the others manifest according to the conditions of this planet, 

The Earth and Universal Councils are set up to deal with mans physicality, We allow 

the others to oofl us, The problems with the education system and the teachers has 

psychological problems and wrong ethos for teaching, The way history is taught has to 

change it promtoes war, etc., Every Constitution has to accepted by the religious people 

so the abuse is built into the structure and has to change, The soul of man is a collective 

soul, Time doesn't exist it's an invention of man ,  ) 

 

 

 

(:10)    (:14). KF Store. ... (:28). The release of the Pl generator is dependent on world 

events. If we see oil used for start of a war (Saudi) we will release the upgrade 

Power Unit and we have taken the steps that if we see any movement in that area, 

we will release immediately as part of stopping the war between Iran and Saudi 

Arabia. If anything happens we have put them in 4 or 5 locations and the instruction is 

that they release the blueprints instantaneously across the world. We will demolish any 

forces that the oil was going to used as a source of energy war by those who are behind 

it. We have had a meeting with Vatican with KF call for peace and we have received 

responses from them and 2 other leading nations in the world. ... (:30).  

 

(:39). Polish translation of the Earth Council Constitution.  

(:54).  

 

(1:02). it takes so much time to train a person to go into space to change 1 panel, it takes 

years of training, now you can imagine how long it will take us to train the man to use, 

understand and to train his soul, for him to understand his soul. the training will 

not come over some days, we have to understand the operation of the soul and how 

our physicality and emotion interacts with the source of our existence. That is what 

a soul it, the essence, the mother, the seed of the creation of us. We have never 

understood. If it takes us 10 years to be selected and trained to change 1 panel by 1 



man how long will it take us to train ourselves how to handle our soul. It's not all an 

easy job because up to now we left it (behind), blamed it (on) the men of religion, 

who were trying to confine it and use it for controlling us, for us to have alert 

points for punishment. Now there is no punishment, we have to be fully alert in 

what we allow our physicality to show in respect to our soul, to the essence of our 

creation. This brings us to some very fundamental things, because now a lot of things 

we know, and things we thought we knew have to come into operation,  (1:04). and a lot 

of understanding which was there now needs the connection lines. When you say we 

know, we have the power and understand it. We are used to physical transportation of 

our body through cars, a donkey, a bike, now we have to learn transportation of our 

body through the soul. This is a huge change for those who are not going to training 

schools. When you want to drive they send you to driving school, to be an astronaut 

they send to the pools and everything else. But now we have to train our soul ourselves 

in how we can use our essence of creation to create mtoion and manifestation for 

ourselves. Many of you will walk away from the KF because you'll not be able to 

understand the work of your soul, because it needs a lot of sincerity, direct 

openness of oneself with oneself. If I take a ?? it's me who decides what color I am 

going to put on this nail, and what part what color I am going to paint it. Now we have 

to understand that our emotion is that brush and the soul is the nail, and it's us who 

decides how we are going to brush and how beautiful this nail varnish will show the 

beauty of the nail, the finger and the beauty of the woman.  (1:06). This is what we have 

to understand. We are responsible now to learn about the new way of transportation 

with the ?? fuel which is already the creator of us. This is what it means when we 

started the teaching of the soul. This is why we brought you so close that now you have 

a MaGrav system, which is the body of the man so full of energies that for the first time 

we called it for the state of Gans that we can manipulate. It can't do no wrong if we 

understand the totality of the work of the essence of the creation of the man. There is 

one point we have to understand, as you saw in the introduction video when you have 

the N layers out of the mass of the body of the Cu, each N is connected, all those 

dtos you see is you , your soul, with the soul next to you, you are connected to the 

soul further up from you. When you see those N dto layers in the introduction 

video, replace those dtos with the soul of the man, you see how you gap, how you 

interact, this is what our soul is, a collection of fields which stands on its own, it 

dictates its position in relation to its atmosphere and condition and with it 

environment. Now we have to go a step further. We always looked as a means for 

transportation to cars, etc. jetliners and spaceships, but we have to learn how  (1:08). we 

used to go the shop and buy a pair of jeans and jacket to cover this body, but now we 

understand that it is us who decides the process of new travel in the space in the 

dimensions of the Creator and how we dress it, manifest it. In the papers that I have 

written it calls ILS a death wish that comes true, so if we wish to die, separate the soul 

of physicality from the soul of the totality of the existence, the creation of the life of the 

man, we have that power. It has been embedded and it is so strong for those who find it 

that they can do it. Now the process of the use of the essence of the creation, which is 

the soul of the man for transportation is not to terminate a life, but to reunite the 

essence of the soul of physicality with the essence of the soul of the creation of the 

physicality, which is what we call the soul of man. Last week in the presentation 

when we saw the magnets and we put the smaller one inside the larger one this was the 

manifestation of the physical soul of the man that he could enter and be within the 

soul of the man, and then choosing the space and dimension  (1:10). this doesn't 

mean death or the end of the life of a soul, but the collaboration and understanding 



more between the soul of the physicality and the man's soul. It's a new technique 

we have to learn. You all know what to do but it's just that you could never connect it 

to do it. Many of you made the Gans', you have seen that when you put them together 

they start to create mtoion and spacing in how they want to rtoate. Now understand that 

the physical body of man is the Gans' which they rtoate in the center, which is the soul. 

Now you can gather the essence of the physicality, which are the Gans' rtoating, 

and take as a field within the center, then you can release it, which means when 

you are used to now as we have taught that the emotion effects the fields from they 

come from the soul that it shows itself manifest as the physicality presentation of 

the soul of the physicality which are tears, crying, laugther, joy, pain. When take 

the soul of the physicality and you take inside the soul of the man, nothing changes. 

The Physical soul in interaction within the soul of the man  (1:12). will still feel all 

the feelings which you carried externally, there is no need for termination, but now 

it becomes working within inside each other, but instead of physicality out(side), 

the soul stays as the prtoector of the physicality, the physical soul of the body, until 

the soul of the man finds the position where the physical essence of the soul of the 

physicality wants to find, and does find a new environment which the soul 

confirms to him, that it is peaceful (here) you can try it (to manifest). We are used 

to always having the soul within us and manifesting ourselves in the essence of the 

physicality. Now to travel the depth of the space you need to prtoect the soul of 

physicality. And now with the knowledge we have and the understanding of the 

correctness of the soul, we can take the soul of the physicality to be within the soul of 

the man, that it is prtoected during the time of travel, then traveling the dimensions of 

the U becomes timeless and eoffrtless. In the present scientific world we call it zero 

time transportation. The question is, how do we do this. How come when we wished to 

die, we managed to give a command in an instant to interfere with the soul that it gave 

the instruction to the physical communication line, which you call the brain,  (1:14). to 

start the process of the separation of the 2, we want to divorce the 2 souls. Now we 

have to learn, be educated, and to practice that we don't destroy or separate, but 

we join, unify, rebalance the soul of physicality in a way that it can enter within the 

soul of the man, which means it becomes the center itself. It's literally like a 2 sided 

jacket and you reverse it inside out, where now the soul becomes the prtoector of 

the physicality. Whereas in the present life of the man the physicality is the prtoector of 

the soul, which we have put a brain and skull around it and feed it with the physicality 

of the man to exist. If we could go in the path of intention to end a life as through ILS 

through a wish to separate the soul, then we know a path that we can use to enter the 

soul and reside in it until the time comes when we want to manifest ourselves. Many of 

you made many dynamic reactors and different cores, you always observed the 

physicality when I told you to observe the fields.  (1:16). To become a passenger of 

the space without a SS, to travel with the strength of the soul, now you have to do 

the same, but the difference this time is that you have to be able to transform, to 

have control over all the souls of totality of the physicality that you can summon, 

that they go to a higher order and the soul comes to a lower order than the soul of 

the physicality, so that the soul of physicality can take the center in the center of 

the soul of the man. For many of you this is very hard to understand, but many of you 

who are not highly educated, and you have worked through the ethos of Yin &Yang, 

balance between the physicality and the soul, will achieve this very rapidly.  And those 

of you who were connected to the punishment of the physicality will have a harsh time 

with this. Those of you with Chinese background and believe and understand the 

operation of the soul and the physicality in the language transferred to Yin & Yang will 



walk through this, because you only need to understand how, what you already knew to 

put into practice. This is the hardest part because now the physicality the way you 

interacted with the soul through the emotion, now becomes the soul, the physical part of 

the manifestation  (1:18). in the new dimensions, bandwidth energies of the U, then the 

space travel, the change of the color of eyes, the height, the hair, the change of the 

presentation manifestation becomes child's play. You need (to be able to do) this to 

enter into space unless you always want to wear a spacesuit and not to be free, then you 

need to learn. You need to practice, as I said, when you become an astronaut you have 

to practice for 7 years, but this you can practice for 7 days and understand the true 

essence of your creation of your physical life and become a man of space to travel 

through the strength of the soul. Then as we say, the U is your oyster. There will be 

no limitation in how and where you manifest yourself. Remember 1 point, we teach for 

the spectrum of creations across the U, some of the men will achieve this today in a 

short time, and some will struggle for a long time because they never understood the 

truth about their own creation, and at the same time those with us who are from the deep 

space who have been looking for the understanding of the knowledge, they have (now) 

been enligthened to take the next step. May times in the recent past  (1:20). as man's 

technical knowledge and expertise has become more and more profound to be able to 

look at the deeper and wider spectrum of life, we call it different ways of detection by 

cameras or whatever, or field detectors, we have observed lives that would change and 

out of nowhere change back (meaning beings appear and disappear), we have seen the 

manifestation of physicality out of nowhere, these are the creatures who have 

managed to do what I have just taught. It means that these creatures of the creator 

have managed to understand how to enter into the dimension of the soul and to use 

it as prtoection and then re-manifest themselves in the dimension of physicality of 

the space in the dimension that they want to manifest themselves. It is much faster 

then a flick of a finger. You can teach yourself. How do we do this. It comes through 

the purity of the  understanding of giving because now you have give so much from 

the soul of physicality that the soul of the man becomes the lover of his soul, which 

he created. The soul is the "Adam" and the soul of the physicality is the "Eve", by 

giving so much the Eve becomes part of the Adam but still remains as Eve herself, that 

he can give so much love,   (1:22). by giving, that ?? he is taken in, confirming the 

weakness and higher strength of the Eve within the Adam, that Adam prtoects, in 

English we call it sacrifice, but there is no sacrifice, you do what you like, I am there to 

give, I have fed you and in the time you want, I prtoect you. The soul of the man 

always stays as the prtoector of the man in physicality and in the dimension of the 

soul, the soul of the physicality within itself. We have to learn how to summons the 

soul of the physicality's and this needs practice. All of you can do it. Every man who 

becomes sincere to himself and nobody else, you don't need to prove anything to 

anybody except yourself, then as long as you don't harm anybody by manifesting 

yourself in any dimension you can change yourself, even on this planet. We have done 

this by changing the color of our skin, eyes, or hair as we have moved across this 

planet, as I have explained in previous teachings. Now we have to go through what 

you call, evolution, and change the understanding of the word evolution to 

understanding of the condition of the position. It has taken us a million years to evolve 

according to what we wanted and our physicality through the operation of our soul has 

changed it to  (1:24). allow us to survive, now if you understand it we can do this 

evolution instantaneously, we can evolve. We have a sanctuary called the soul that 

when we feel the condition is okay and it's what we want to be, then we can manifest 

ourselves (to become that instantaneously). Our soul continuously uses us as the lover 



that can love unconditionally, be it to manifest in a physical matter or being within 

the soul itself. How can we expand and understand and go to the next step of change. It 

has taken us millions of years and it takes an astronaut 7 years to learn to change a 

spanner, but unfortunately the body has billions of spanners that we would have to learn 

how to operate, or we understand the common denominator between all the cells of the 

man so that we can summon and arrange, the same way the man with ILS arranges his 

separation, we arrange a path to the soul of the man. And then we evolve, expand, and 

understand how we can transmute, and travel the depth of the space from this 

planet and still be the same, of the same feeling and understanding. This is going to 

be very hard for many of you.  (1:26). We have seen a lot of people having problems 

with the resurrection as we talked about it last week because this was not in their book. 

This is not what they thought it would be, they were waiting for the magic and now the 

magic is them(selves). They themselves are the creator of the magic and this is what we 

have to learn, but how do you do it. How do you manage to be able to transfer the 

physicality in one part, or in totality to do it in(side) the soul and then manifest itself at a 

point of desire. Remember that we created the physicality of ourselves. So what are 

we afraid of, to do it again. Last time it was left to the affairs of the environment of 

the planet, this time we do it with the full control of ourselves. This time we decide 

on how the environment of the womb of the mother, or the condition of the atmosphere, 

or the position of the planet to decide. This time we are in charge. But don't forget what 

I said earlier on  (1:28). We use the emotion to separate the soul from the soul of 

physicality, now we should do the same. The desire to live, to be part of the soul has 

to be so strong, and we'll learn how to do it, that we can jump in or out, or join in 

or out. We can create and become the creator or to be created out of the wish out 

of the balance between the souls of the physicality and the soul of the man. Try it. If 

the desire is so deep to be with your lover, to give to the lover that you become the 

lover, rather then being loved, you will achieve it. This is the key to the transition. 

This is why from the beginning I always explained giving as loving. Not one loving 

thyself, but one loving the lover, that truly we give unconditionally from our soul that 

allows us to have a higher strength.  (1:30). that they become the center of the soul. This 

is very much like loving. For example, you are living a normal life, you walk on the 

street and you see a man or woman and you fall in love and then the life of that man or 

woman becomes the center of your life. You'll do anything for him or her. Now this is 

the same operation for the conversion of the physicality, the soul of the physical part of 

the body, to become the center of the soul. We have to become very good lovers, but 

not lovers just to gain something to prove, but to be true lovers that we are there to 

give unconditionally that the soul decides in respect to the emotion of the soul of 

the physicality where and how to manifest itself. It's like a taxi and a man on the 

street, when you are in the taxi it becomes the carrier of you, while you were outside in 

respect to the taxi. When he carriers you inside the taxi, you and your emotion are still 

there (intact) and your wish for him to take you to a destination.  (1:32). To a 

destination which you want. Do you get out of a taxi when he takes you to a wrong 

address? Or do you get out of a taxi when you know your lover is waiting for you 

inside. Now you understand why I have been teaching this way. This is why there is no 

more punishment in the new cycle, as a lover never harms, we become a lover of 

our soul and with it the soul is always balanced in respect to the others, that in that 

respect it doesn't take what doesn't belong to it. Then there is no need for writing 

new books and new orders because the lover always respects the beloved, and he gives 

unconditionally to become ?? part of it. I keep on saying how do we do it? It's the story 

of a banana and peeling it, the more peel it the more it manifests itself of the higher 



strength.  (1:34). We have to come to know how much we love our soul and our own 

existence. We have to come to understand the power of our existence in the 

physical dimension because we have always ignored it, so that others in the name of 

religion have taken advantage of our ignorance. A couple of weeks ago I saw a picture 

of a president and I knew it was a cause of problems for a lot of souls, and I said, I 

wish your soul elevates that the other souls find their freedom. And strange enough 

he resigned in the past 24 hours. I didn't put it as coincidental but as a correct wish to 

elevate his soul. Now we have to understand that we have a lot of powers. In my 

capacity we can change many things through my wish as we have started doing.  

(1:36). But all of you can have that wish. Now the wish is the strength of the soul of 

your physicality, now play the game. If you have managed to reach another soul to 

elevate it, through your wish through the energy of the soul of yourself, now start 

learning how to bring all these fields together that you can enter the realm of the soul of 

the man, which is yourself. Then you'll find out that you can travel the spans of the U. in 

no time. We always sought death and separation as the ultimate position, but if we 

start learning that amalgamation is the new way rather then destruction, to join in 

to become one is more important and powerful then the splitting, not to have 

anything, then there will be no wars not even in the physical dimension of the 

nations and not in the physicality of the man. And I keep on saying, how do we do it. 

It's as easy as thinking about it. You summons to the strength of the soul,  (1:38). for the 

soul of the physicality's to find a new balance that with it you can be part of internal 

existence of yourself. It means you go through your emotion and through it and you 

create, what we said in many teachings, a stronger Pl gives to the weaker that it 

elevates it to the level of itself, and if the totality of what is given, and internal 

fields are higher it absorbs it to itself, but as the soul has no barriers it will bring it 

to be embedded inside itself. Understand the past 5 sentences and you have found 

the path to the Truth in how to enter and be able to travel into the space through the 

strength of your own soul. Many souls (Aliens) travel within the SS or crafts and 

then at a given point they decide to use their soul and the manifestation of the 

entity within them(selves), which you call the soul of physicality. At that point to 

manifest themselves an entity at that location.  (1:40). It needs a lot of learning, 

confidence that I can do it, and any one of you can achieve it because in the space it's 

not selective but it's the one who knows how to do it. It's not this man can do it but the 

other can't. We all can but we have to have a trust that we are of a higher elevation, 

value, strength, that being higher the soul allows the transmutation to become inside 

out, to allow itself to become weaker, to transmute to a lower level, that allows the 

higher level which is the physicality, the soul, to become the center. You made the cores 

and the Gans' now find the connections to the path to the soul of your physicality that it 

can transform it to become a higher level lover that the soul becomes the clothes of the 

physicality, the soul of the physicality. And you all understand the soul gives to bring 

the other soul to the level of itself, but if the other soul is a higher giver, now moves in 

the center that it comes to give from inside.  (1:42). Transmutation of the fields as I 

have said in the other teachings is the key to understanding the work of creation, 

not the transmutation of elements. This and all the teachings we have done in the past 

(few weeks) is (about) the transmutation of the fields, where you can then transmute the 

field strength of the manifestation, as you never change into the matter state. This goes 

back to the medical and health teachings where we always say, the interaction of the 3 

fields of the Pl is the manifestation of the physicality of the man, be it the skin with 

3 layers, the stomach lining has 3 layers, the eyes also, everything has 3 layers 

because it needs dynamic fields of the M in the Pl condition, you call it to create the 



manifestation. One field comes from the soul, one field comes from the soul of the 

destination, and one field comes from the soul of the physicality, then it manifests itself 

in the physicality of the man. Physicality in the U is nothing but the illusion of 

detection ... even a stone ... even a stone.  (1:44). Then you have to understand and 

teach yourself the way you did with the MaGrav cores, the way you made the coils, now 

do we have to do a blueprint on how to transform yourself to become part of your souls 

to be able to travel the depths of the U. I wonder how many of you would turn up for the 

blueprint? I promise you very few. The rest of you will be scared or you might turn up 

for a magic show that you'll find out that you become part of the magic yourself because 

then you get to become yourself in the dimension of the fields and not in the dimension 

of the physicality, observation at a given strength. Now you understand where the 

teachings are going, the true space technology in the true essence of it will come into 

operation. Slowly, slowly you are given a choice to walk it, donkey, bicycle, jumbo jet, 

astronaut it, UOF it, or soul it. The options are increasing and unfortunately for this 

there are no instructions. There is nobody to teach you how to get on the horse or 

where is the clutch and brake  (1:46). you have to test and this is of the soul and nothing 

else. Nobody can tell you are going too far and to stop. My wish is my command, which 

means my wish is the connection between my soul and my physical soul. How do you 

do it. Try to test your own transportation of the strength of the soul of physicality. 

Don't forget that it has to be done collectively. I brought this up a few months ago in 

a very subtle way, the moment they strap you to a cable and you go for a space walk, 

how confident are you that you will survive, with the new understanding if you yourself 

cut that cable. The connection between the space station and your own physicality is 

cut, would you have enough confidence that, "I will survive anywhere in the universe". 

Before my physical life changes to the condition of its environment, as you say until it 

freezes.  (1:48). I transform in that time that will live outside the (space)suit. It's you 

who has to decide if you have enough confidence in the operation of my soul that I 

can cut the umbilical cord of physicality. Unfortunately KF in its factories has no 

machinery for this and there is no system we can give you. It's you who has to test it and 

understand how sincere of a lover are you. You have to decide if I am the lover who 

gives or do I give in expectation of receiving something, at this point you'll not 

achieve anything. You made the cores and you tested it, now test the cores of the 

creation of the essence of your soul.   (1:50). Any questions? Q: Why the need to 

understand when we are in the physical body, if you have this kind of capacity when 

you leave the physical body. It's a choice which our soul has made at the point of 

inception. It's the choice of our soul how to manifest itself and if it wants to go through 

this transition f physicality and how we want to change it ourselves. Now we have the 

choice, we can decide everything if we understand the process. Years ago I was in 

Kinshasa, ... some children came out and one of them was white with blue eyes. I asked 

her if a white man lives here. No it's her child. I asked how come he's white. She said 

we have many of these in Africa. When the white man came and took a black woman 

they had half white child, but then after a generation they went back to black. And 

somewhere down the line suddenly a white child gets born. This was very surprising for 

me at that time, but now I understand in a very clear way why a child is born white out 

of a black mother and father, you call it genetics, but what is the purpose of a soul 

to do this to itself. And it explained a lot of things, how other soul decided that 

there is a time or position for a soul at a given strength to appear or be developed  

(1:54). that becomes what we see. The soul has decided the combination and position of 

the manifestation. If you understand this, if a soul appeared itself as a white and desires 

enough to be like the others he can change into black. We have seen this with many 



blacks who have different tone colors on their skin, white patches on black skin or visa 

versa. Go back into the desire and ask what was your desire. Why do we have so many 

blacks especially in Europe with this complex of 2 skin tone colors. Ask the soul and 

the pain it has gone through when somebody called them a nigger or a black man or 

whatever, that they saw themselves because of the color of their skin inferior. It's the 

same as the man who wished to die in ILS, the pain and the desire not to go through it 

that the field strength has started the creation of the evolution of the skin color in the 

man. A lot of biologists try to explain what happens, but if you understand that every 

cell has a soul, then you'll understand the truth for the first time. If the desire of a man 

has shown that he can change the color of his body, so the desire of man??  (1:56). these 

souls have understood the step towards the evolution of the working of the soul in the 

dimension of physicality and the soul of the man. It's easy and we have already known 

this as I said many times before, that we all have been making N materials since we 

discovered the fire. The fire N technology has been with us since the first time man 

put meat on the barbeque, in the fire, but he never understood what it does, he just 

transformed the energy of the meat into a N layer and it opened a space gap in 

itself, through the meat and you called it the meat tenderized, which means we have 

started understanding conversion of energy that creates a space gap, what we call MG 

field gap, and if you can add the whole lot and control it through the emotion, then you 

can convert. We have the videos of this girl who wanted to be a harpist and in 1 

generation she has changed the whole feature of herself through the desire. Now we 

have to learn and become master of it, how to do it instantaneously. This is why we said 

that there shall be no punishment, because once the man learns this, I wonder whose 

fingerprint are we going to find that we can convict somebody by his fingerprint.  

(1:58). This is why you teach the soul through the new understanding that there is no 

punishment, by elevation you don't need to know if it is the real fingerprint. The guy has 

learned to work between the soul of the physicality and the soul of man and has 

changed his manifestation and his fingerprint. This is how fundamental this technology 

is and the understanding of the new knowledge will be and this why we said that there 

shall be no punishment, because there has to be the elevation of the soul. You'll 

understand more and more the structure of the EC and UC ?? If you go to that step how 

do we say, excuse do you have a passport for your soul so that you can come to the US 

or China. Or as One Nation we don't need a passport and this is the solution that we put 

forward, what we are teaching, One Nation, One Planet has no borders. It has already 

become One planet ... man is so kind to himself that he allows the transformation of one 

soul to physicality and from physicality back to the soul.   (2:00). Try to understand 

what is to come and it's you who comes to it. From now on the confidence you gain 

from making Gans', N materials, and cores, those who went through that process 

will come through the process of conversion much faster then those who sat 

around and could not do it, because they have learned that this and that changes this 

or that. We expect things to change for us through others and we haven't gained 

confidence that it is us who are going to change things for us and that will make life 

better for the others. And this is the problem for many of you, this transition time. What 

I taught today is the beginning of the change. Now start working on how you an 

transform your physicality through the soul of your physical existence to become 

the central lover of your soul and then try to manifest yourself. I'll give you a 

challenge, I wonder how soon the Whitheouse, Buckingham Palace, the Court of French 

Presidents, will announce that they have found intruders within their premises.  (2:02). 

You wish to manifest yourself in front of the President to show your power, you'll 

become god and tell him to sign the peace treaty. This is what your capability has to be, 



this is where these teachings are heading for, or shall we see the president who listens 

and understands, who manifests himself in the soul of himself and announces that there 

will be a ?? peace. Any other questions. Q: About the extinction of the dinosaurs, if 

they would have realized could they have kept the balance of their state? Yes, but 

they wouldn't be that size,  (2:04). because the environment of the atmospheres 

position in the solar system doesn't allow these kind of size animals, but if we were 

still in the same position as when the dinosaurs were here, then we could still create 

dinosaurs of the same size and height. If you look at the size of the gaseous planet and 

of its atmosphere, and if you look at planets like Earth and Venus you'll understand that 

as you come closer to the center, as you're pulled into the center which is the soul of 

the Sun, the size of the atmosphere changes. The giant planets we see don't have such 

a large core inside, it's because of the atmosphere which gives them the size. For 

example, on Jupiter or Saturn if you create the condition for life you'll find 

animals much bigger then the dinosaurs. And the same when you go to Venus, 

there is still lie on Venus but it's underground (surface) and over it because of the 

non-physicality of life, which man has not even understood so they become smaller 

to be able to survive the change of the environmental pressures.   (2:06). You could 

still have dinosaurs on this planet if you pushed the Earth back a few million kilometers 

towards where it came from. Q: The sperm and egg have their own M fields from the 

father, when they come together and form a zygtoe in the womb of the mother, who has 

her own relation to the field of the Earth, then we have the MG field of the zygtoe in 

respect to the MG field of the Earth which is related to the mothers womb and then we 

have this soul that comes in. At what day does it come to the child? It doesn't have a 

day and time until it establishes itself, it depends on the number of materials you 

put in and how strong that material keeps its center. Alzar as a doctor when you 

start working with these dynamic cores try to understand how the center of these 

cores look when you fill them up with Gans', then you'll understand the work of 

the soul much easier. Q: The Buddhists say at 40 days the soul comes in. So the 

strength of the physicality has to do with the strength of the soul  (2:08). which comes 

from the Creator itself? No the strength of the soul of the man comes from the 

interaction of the total souls, or what I call field strength of the entities within the 

sperm and egg, because you carry many prootns which still have the cycle of life of 

their own, it's not just one there are millions of them. Q: When I was 6 months 

pregnant in prison and every time they took me to shower, which was once a week, the 

water was always cold, my daugther would always go completely to one side. Is he soul 

feeling the cold or is it just the soul of the physicality, how much did she have the 

understanding of the presence of the water? It depends, is it the coldness of the water or 

the noise and it goes to one side hiding, you relate it to the water, but is it your emotion 

of, can I prtoect this child being on my own in prison, ... or does your soul tell it to go 

somewhere safe because here I don't know what is going to happen. It's the combination 

of it.  (2:10). The soul of the child exists and interacts with the soul of the mother in 

so many ways. When my children were in the womb of the mother and getting 

born, I used to talk with them, I used to put my head near them and tell them a 

joke and I'd get a kick, and I said, oh you didn't like the joke. I'd touch them, feel 

their ooft, tickle them and they'd move it. And in the process I used to pray for 

them that the soul becomes a beautiful soul and it serves, and not that they become 

healthy, because physicality is irrelevant. I used to go crazy with the birth of my 

children, it was such a beautiful time, to feel them and know that they are going to be 

with you. I never imagined that they'd become a ooftball player or this or that, but 

rather I'd imagine how peaceful they'd become. When I look all my children are 



peaceful inside, but the events outside allows them to react and manifest 

themselves in different ways. They don't carry what we see in many, many people, 

many behaviors, but they have their own behaviors, you see we give from our souls. I 

pray for my children everyday, every night, every day I remember them and give to 

them from my soul that they stay correct in the path  (2:12). through their soul and 

not what I think is correct but what is correct for their soul and physicality. We give an 

input to it because we have a connection to it. I hear many mothers say my child wants 

me to eat this or do that, but in fact, it's the connection between the souls of the child 

and mother, and the soul of the father that creates that condition. You're a medical 

person, ask yourself why do some children look like their father, mother, or uncle, 

etc.. why do they manifest themselves in the image of that person. Is it that the 

father or mother has given so much pure love that it has elevated them to the same 

as the father and they look like him. Then you'll find the conversion of the physicality 

in the soul of the man. Q: I met an astrologer, when you look at the creation of the soul 

all the planets exist ... can I tell you something, I don't believe in astrologists. So don't 

bring it up. What are these people talking about because it's the fields also? Yes, 

but most  (2:14). of the astrologists, I am sorry to say, many of them, understand 

but they abuse their understanding, and the path they give you, then it changes 

your life because, "he said so."  But we don't look at it that way, rather that your 

destiny is set by your own soul in respect to what it wants to do. I have said this many 

times, look at the Chinese calendar, you go back to the same animal, why don't all the 

people born in the dog year look like a dog, or horse or whatever, and millions of people 

born in that time of space, do they suddenly change, and become another animal, or is 

this what we have accepted, we put the totality on what somebody says and that is it. I 

don't believe in astrology, the fields effect our emotions, manifestation, and presence, 

but I look at it a totally different way then astrologers try to tell you. At this moment in 

time these astrologers and Tarto card readers, very few of them understand what 

is there, the rest is just money making and they tell you what you like to hear. Any 

other question. Sorry Alzar can we allow other people to ask questions.  (2:16). ... Q: Is 

our illness an alert to reunite with all, otherwise we ?? and separate slowly, then that 

means death and then we need to find a new expression, instead of expanding and 

including. In my understanding is expanding the answer to any illness? Maybe that is 

one way to explain it. Maybe we use illnesses as a way of getting attention to 

ourselves and internally to our souls. Many people get an illness and then suddenly 

it's not there, because something happened at their energy level, what we call from 

the conversion of the physicality, from the soul to a Gans of the physicality.  (2:18). 

You have to look at how you define illness and how it connects to our emotion. 

Once we find the path or reason for the illness then it ceases to exist it disappears. 

Q: That would help a lot of people with the challenges and what is going on in their 

life? 99%, we have to understand what is the reason. We allow others to intrude into 

the space of our life and our fields, and then we try to respond in a way that is not 

appropriate for the soul of the physicality and then it refuses and you call it an 

illness, be it oofd, infection or anything. How come you and I can go into a room with 

the same infected person and I walk out with a flu and you don't. Why was I receptive to 

it. Q: that gives a lot of power to ourselves? Of course, I always said that when we go to 

space we don't carry any medicine or oofd and everybody thought that we are 

going to carry a system that makes medicine for us. I keep saying in the space we 

have viruses but we don't have germs.  (2:20). but now that the man understands 

the power of his soul and the soul of the physicality, do you think that you need 

any Gans' or any medicine as you understand the balance between the 2 fields. ?? It's 



not that we'll take medicine in the space but in fact, it's for man to become aware of the 

strength of the operation of his own soul level, ??? the soul of his physical part, and one 

will compensate for the other one to elevate that it passes the field strength which at that 

time can cause a mutation or something new. We open the doors to a totally new 

understanding. We are responsible for everything of our creation, the color of eyes, hair, 

behavior, and acceptance of. These things a lot of people don't like (to hear). If it's 

written in your passport that you have blue eyes and you appear in customs with dark 

green eyes, what do you think the guy will say, can you take the lenses off, no, but it 

says blue here. It's going to be a very messy job for customs officers in the coming time. 

For those who understand the power of the strength of their physical soul and their life 

soul. That's why we said there is no need for borders, because now we manifest 

ourselves in the soul of ourselves, in what we decide.  (2:22). A lot of people do not 

ofllow the line of what I call knowledge. The best man who understood how to 

transform his physicality to his soul and then manifest himself in a totally different 

shape and manifestation of physicality, was Christ. But you call it a resurrection. 

Everyone of us, and don't forget the writings of Bahuala says, the knowledge of the man 

when he achieves understanding of the mutation of elements, will be equal to the 

prophets of the past. If Christ understood and could do the conversion to bring his 

physical soul to the soul of his existence and then manifest himself in a different 

dimension, when he goes through the soul and comes up different, then you understand 

if we are equal then we all have the capability. For those who will understand one day 

what I explained about this point, if you go through the life of Mary (Magdalene) after 

the resurrection of Christ, as you call it, when he understood the transformation of 

the mutation of the fields into the matter state and back to what he wanted, it took 

him a long time to convince Mary who he was, because he was totally a different 

shape and man. He had to explain many secrets that they knew about  (2:24). that 

allowed them to rejoin as husband and wife. One day those who come from that 

blood (line) being present will explain. It's very hard to tell your lover or child, this is 

me, and then you tell them I know you like this and that, do you remember when we did  

this. How do you know if you were not there. It was a very harsh time for the two. This 

will repeat many times for a lot of us. Q: Next time there will be 200 workshops, was 

there an oversight in the numbers? We decide what the souls decide. The 200th has 

already passed because Rick and did 4 or 5 before we started to number them. Actually 

we had 10 called public Teaching. (2:26). I used to give lectures in Holland on a regular 

basis.  ... Q: You have just explained that we can travel through our souls, by making 

our soul of physicality so loving that it enters our soul of totality, I am wondering if we 

go with our clothes and whether there is enough room for luggage? (laugther) What 

would you like to carry? The thing is, I am going to answer in a very different way. 

Amongst us on this planet there are many of those who have been through this 

transmutation, they didn't come with any suitcase or any clothing, but on the 

desire to look as a human as us, they create according to their desire and what 

needs to be. Sometimes they reside, and sometimes in residing they abuse their 

position in the knowledge that they carried, and we have seen 2 of those around, as 

2 big families which originally were not from here  (2:29). but they abused their 

knowledge and the weakness of the man and they are still creating mayhem, they 

still try to play games, but their time is over. You don't need to carry any suitcase. It 

means you haven't understood the knowledge fully. When you manifest yourself on 

Earth you don't appear naked you come with the totality of the dress, where you are 

born because that is (your) wish to be. The souls ?? observe everything. Caroline asks, 

we gto a lot of requests, can you explain why would a soul behave different here on 



Earth then in the U if it has once understood how to conduct here on this planet. 

That is your assumption, excuse me. Then should not the conduct not be the same 

in the U. Yes, but the soul of the man is pure, it doesn't matter where you take it. 

It's the physicality which enters into these games. The soul of physicality has to 

satisfy the soul of the planet and the soul of other physicality's, where as the soul of the 

man doesn't need to satisfy any. Nothing. The soul of the man on this Earth and the 

soul of the man in the universe is exactly the same. You are conditioned.  (2:31). In 

the U you don't eat or kill others. On this planet because of the field strength of the 

soul of the man and that of the soul of the planet, package eating or killing has 

become part of it (lifestyle), and now we are changing it. Man doesn't (need) to 

commit any crime, adultery, he doesn't have to go around and hide and cheat. I was 

listening to a psychological teaching and it was very interesting, that the husband found 

out that the wife has a soul relationship with another man and he asked what he can do. 

The psychologist answered, find yourself and you don't need to do anything. This is 

what we don't understand that the soul of the man is pure and clean, and so is the 

soul of any entity in the U, that it's the interaction with the soul of the environment 

that ?? the behavior but the soul knows. You'll find out that those amongst us who 

come from other parts of the U, they never commit any crimes because it's not in 

their nature  (2:33). and the manifestation of physicality of this planet doesn't effect 

them because they are here according to the conversion of the fields but not the 

conversion of their soul, because if they do and you put them in prison and if they 

know how to convert there will be no one in the prison, how many people in prison are 

missing. By nature they don't commit anything wrong because they always leave 

balanced fields that it brings the totality in order. Our souls are pure. Q: But still then 

that is where the confusion sits, then who are you writing the Charter 

(Constitution) for? We write for the "I" of the man to touch through it and 

understand the soul of the man. So you write the charter for the physical man? 

Yes, the connection through his souls. But it's the soul of the physicality that you are 

writing the Charter for so it's still on the soul level. Yes, but it is writing it to find its 

way to the soul of the man. The physical life of the man we have put through the 

Earth Council. The path to the order of the soul of the man goes through the UC, 

that's why many of them will resign, many will step down, because they see 

through their soul that they have come but could not understand or they couldn't 

serve the soul in the appropriate way, and those who come with tinted with 

physicality, they already walk away. You have seen 2 of them up to now.  (2:35). it's not 

so much that we don't trust our soul, we received so many wrong teachings over 

thousands of years that we don't know our souls and now we start to get to know 

it. it's a friend that is so deep within us that it frigthens us in the dimension of 

physicality. We shouldn't be afraid, rather we should rejoice finding our creator. Q: But 

isn't it through our innocence that this manipulation has been able to take place for 

such a long time ad isn't it to stand still and ask what is real and what is not, and where 

can touch so many more to start asking the questions, what are they being given 

everyday, shown (TV and computer), what they are being taught in the schools, and 

how to place it in the correct order of understanding what is reality and what is not, and 

what they are getting walked into and they don't understand that they have the power to 

step out of it, or to define the difference to what is being created to believe for them to 

ofllow and what is the reality and that they can function between the 2. They can 

function in the materialistic world and they can learn and develop the path to their soul 

and where can we start supporting for people to open those doors, and where they are 

walking into a framework that has been placed for them to be oofled  (2:37). ...   Let me 



explain something, first of all it's you who allows others to oofl you and put you in 

the frame, nobody else. Q: How can you say this when the children are already getting 

oofled from within the education framework. Yes, but stop there are 2 - 3 different 

points here and not one. First of all we set up the EC, UC and Core Team. The CT 

are the soul of the ?? created, the 14 members. In time it will be revealed and people 

will understand. Their souls are sacrosanct, they are the dimension for opening up the 

universe, in the Universal Community. The EC is the connection between the soul of 

physicality trying to understand their position, in so many ways, of what you used 

to call the prophets of the past.  (2:39). The EC is responsible for the physicality of 

the man to create the condition that the man has to find a peaceful soul to be able exist 

in both dimensions of the physical soul or the soul of the man. It comes down to the EC 

members to create a condition that no such condition from now on exists. What is the 

problem we have today in the education society? We get a bunch of people who 

have been abused and they choose the path of education to abuse the others. Look 

at the psychology of many teachers in the schools, they become teachers to do what 

was done to them to take revenge or to confirm they have the strength. The 

educators have entered the education system totally the wrong way to start with 

and we have many teachers with the wrong ethos to teach. Another problem we have 

in the teaching society of the One Nation is the teaching of the history. Why do we need 

history lessons to show who is better then the other and how we did and how we are 

always the better. History lessons the way it is taught today has to be taken out of 

the education alotgether. The history has to show how man evolved and how things 

happened, and not how man killed and who was better. Every nation in their own 

history they always show that they are the best. And then we go to the position of those 

who set up the education system,  (2:41). because they themselves have a very direct 

connection to those who set up the abuse to start with. If you look at the total 

structure of any constitution in the world, anything you pass in any parliament has 

to be ratified by the religious member by, whatever it could be called, parliament. 

Otherwise it doesn't become law. We have accepted the abuse from the beginning 

from the operation, because they sat there to abuse the soul to begin with. Look at 

any constitution, British, French whatever, at the end there is a member of the religion 

in the Parliament that has to vtoe and accept that it fits the structure of the abuse that 

they have set up. This is why we have done away with the religions, because we have 

been institutionalized to be abused from the beginning for the benefit of those who 

want to abuse us, to make us murderers to become ??  Look at the speech of the 

world presidents in the past few weeks, we spend 700 billion for defense to kill more. 

Because it makes a lot of money for those who sit in the religious offices. I have said 

many times that wars benefit most the clergymen. Most of the wars are ratified or 

incited by the religious people  (2:43). to show that they have a power to abuse, 

torture or whatever. This is what we have to say about the past, whatever we have 

done in the past is over and we have to start everything fresh and we are gradually 

doing it. You will see the changes in the next couple of years that way the KF will bring 

it out. We don't fight but we just carry on with our way and in that process we bring so 

many people to understand that there is no abuse and no control and nobody needs to do 

wrong because it's not a matter of cleaning the floor that the child might not pick up a 

pen, or might not fall of the chair or down the stairs, it is elevating the soul of a child 

that physicality to touch has become irrelevant, that the pen is not there and if it is there 

it has nothing to do with me. We have to start the education of man in the womb of the 

mother with love and care and giving, and not waiting until it comes out and then start 

educating it. It's in the Torah, go and read it, how they frigthen the man from the 



establishment, from the beginning, the creation of the devil and the wrong doing 

because that way you create the weakness in the man. And compare that with the 

teaching that is being given here and now, no one is being punished because we are all 

strong enough not to do these things. We become the judge of our own wrong doing and 

we don't need anybody to tell us what is right or wrong, and what we have to do when 

we do something wrong.  (2:45). Why do we have to amputate the arm of the man who 

steals in one part of the world, where in another for adultery we put the money in the 

box and it's forgiven. And if we go to another part or dimension murder, adultery, or 

stealing or it could be anything (any crime) as long as nobody knows, because I cover it 

up. The damage of killing, stealing or adultery is all the same, we take from somebody. 

If we teach a man that he doesn't take what doesn't belong to him, that he can find his 

balance, you don't need any of these (punishment). It's the weakness (in us) that allows 

others to dictate and abuse, and they allow people to walk into positions that they can 

abuse themselves. Raping a woman while she is unconscious, or hypnotized, feeling ?? 

but keep it quiet is a crime ?? punishment, for both sides. Stealing from a man by 

picking his pocket or robbing his house to create a pain to that man is punishable. Look 

at what happens to the people who steal. It's the same with the religious people, look 

what happens now that the new teaching has started the priests will start to walk out, or 

what I call priests of any religion and confess to their own wrong doing. We see that it 

has started and will continue more and more, because now we elevate their souls, we 

don't punish them. Every day we see new revelations.  (2:47). huge move as we have 

seen in European countries that people are moving away from religions because nothing 

comes out of religion except abuse of children or people and the rest. Man's religion has 

to be the conduct of his soul and nothing else. Q; I didn't get the answer about 

manifesting not naked. Try to manifest in the tribe you are from and you'll appear the 

same as the tribe you appear in because the soul will not allow you to be lower or 

higher, you'll be equal. This is something man will learn very quickly. You don't take 

the position of just the soul of the planet, but of those who live within the planet and 

where you manifest yourself.  (2:49). Q: About the Constitution questions will be 

evaluated once a year in December.  When you talk about the soul of man and soul 

of physicality, is the soul of man a collective soul or it's your higher being?  It's a 

collective soul. Q:  If the emotion is connecting between the physicality and soul, 

where is the place of thought and with what is it connected. When you separate the 

soul of physicality, it stays within the physicality of the planet, in any space ??? , then 

the soul which is left on its own will create it's own physical dimension.  (2:51). Q: 

What happens to the time? It doesn't exist it's an illusion of man. Q: So time goes 

away?  Time doesn't exist, we all live within the same time. The physicality creates time 

for man. Q: Why are you saying a lot of us don't want to do this, why is that? Not 

mature enough and fear of loss of physicality, knowing that the balance to create 

the condition of the transmutation of the strength of the fields will mean a lot of 

corrections. We are the judge of our own souls, we know what we have done wrong 

and right and what we have created and we understand fully what this means, so we 

fully know. Those of us who will embrace it because we are aware of what we have 

achieved but we have done, those of us will fear it because we know it will not be 

the size and shape you'd like it to be when it becomes part of your soul, there has 

to be balances, and then you find out that you have created a limitation in the 

manifestation of the physicality and then your soul will balance things out. There 

should be no fear as the soul of the man is so strong that it can correct anything.  (2:53). 

it's just the man who has to have trust in the strength of his own soul. Q: For space 

travel through the soul, are you talking about the same thing the ancient tests called 



"Mercabba"? (and then the cellular restructuring) I don't know I haven't read the ancient 

tests. .. We take from the parts according to our intelligence and what we can interpret, 

?? what suits us.   (2:54). ...We give from our soul to world leaders especially those who 

have started to make the change. I have always supported President Putin of Russia 

and I always stand firm on that point. The same has been with a peaceful man, the 

Chinese President Zhi. I give from my soul to those leaders who are inciting war to 

show the strength of their nation, that they become wise like the other leaders. Thank 

you very much. the council members say I am Present.   

End  Music  

 


